
Operation Instructions

HD LED Fully Motorized Flip Down Monitor with HDMI

Please read the operation instructions carefully before using 
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Technical Parameters

10.1inch 15.6inch 

1280*800 1920*1080

16：10 16：9

LED LED

-20℃-70 ℃

24W 30W

322mm 447mm

287mm 347mm

40mm 46mm

AV in/USB/HDMI AV in/USB/HDMI

AUDIO L/R AUDIO L/R

Specifications
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*Black spots, bright spot on display in accordance with related technical
 requirements, do not belong to the fault

Size    

Resolution      

Image Ratio 

Display      

Voltage            

Volume          

Signal       

Width           

 Maximum power         

Storage temperature              

Operating temperature                 

Thickness      

DV12V-DV16V    DV12V-DV16V      

-20℃-70℃ 

 -10℃-60℃  -10℃-60℃  

Length          
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Cautions

●Please read the manual before using and operate the item appropriately . 

    Please keep the manual, otherwise the company takes no responsibility if inappropriate 

    operations causing any breakdown.

●In order to avoid safety hazards, the manual embodies illustrations for instructions. Please fully 

understand the manual.

■Any inappropriate could cause harm.
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Menu   

No storage device detected

Picture Mode                            :Standard

Contrast                                    :50

Brightnass                                :50

Color                                         :50

Sharpness                                :50

Tint                                            :50

Color Temperature                  :Standard

Aspect Ratio                            :16:9

Noise Reduction                     :Middle              
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Input Source

Signal Menu 

Main Interface

Setting 

* system interface may different for products in different producing time
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 Inappropriate operation 

 cause death or injury.

 Inappropriate operation 

 will cause danger.

Warning 

Caution

■Meanings of the icons

Forbid to disassemble

 the unit

Enforcements

Cautions

Must abide by the rules

Please note the tips.

Forbiddance Forbid to do it.

Forbiddance

Warnings

Do not allow children to play screws or other accessories. Please consult professional 

doctors if they accidentally swallow them.

Please note the electric current when replacing the fuse, otherwise it may cause a 

fire accident

Do not use more than the maximum voltage, otherwise it may cause a fire accident.

Do not connect the power before connecting the matching wires, otherwise it may cause 

electric shock.

Do not disassemble or convert the item, otherwise it may cause a fire accident and 

electric shocks
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Cautions

Pay attention to wires placing. Do not damage or fractured wires to avoid electric shocks.

Pay attention to the ventilation and heat dissipation to avoid fire accidents.

Spare parts shall be installed in accordance with the instruction to avoid any breakdown

Keep the item dry to avoid fire accidents and breakdown.。

Please find the professional to install the item.

Do not make the sound of the item louder than that outside the

 car in order to avoid accidents and breakdown, and to avoid 

straining your ears.

In-car use only, otherwise it may cause electric shocks.

Basic Operation 

Fast forward and fast backward 
Under the USB mode, touch the key      of panel for a short time to call out the shortcut menu, 
gently touch          to select functions (including fast forward, fast backward, previous track and next 
track) and gently touch       to confirm the operation; call out the shortcut menu by pressing        on the 
remote control, select the function by pressing           and confirm the operation by pressing     ; 
directly achieve fast forward and fast backward by directly pressing             on the remote control.

Adjustment of screen view angle 
After the product is plugged on and turned on, the display screen panel will be automatically unfolded 
to the certain angle. In the event that this angle is not suitable for your view habit, you may at your 
discretion adjust it through the matched remote control and achieve forward and backward adjustment 
of the view angle by pressing           on the remote control. You may have a normal view after the 
appropriate angle is adjusted. After the car key is pulled out, the product will be turned off automatically
When the car is started next time, the product will be automatically unfolded to the view angle last time.
 In the event that the car key is pulled out under the shutdown state, the product will be in the shutdown
 state when the car is started next time. 

    

Do not damage the wires or take electricity improperly, otherwise it may cause a fire 

accident or an electric shock.

The installation shall not interfere with driving or get others in danger, otherwise it may 

cause accidents and harm.

Do not use the bolt or nut of handles, brakes and fuel tanks when installing the item, 

otherwise it may cause breakdown and fire accidents.

When there is no sound or image, unidentified objects drop into the item, the item 

smokes or smells, please immediately stop using it and find specialty stores to get it 

repaired. Otherwise it may cause fire accidents and electric shocks.

Please do not use it while driving. Use it after parking the car 

in safe places to avoid accidents.

Install the item far away from the driving seat to avoid accidents.

To prevent from brake slamming and urgently car starting,

 backseat people please fasten the safety belts.

Cautions

Please bundle the wires, in case that plunge other things into and cause problems

Please connect the wires in accordance with the instruction to avoid fire accidents.



Basic Operation 

Volume adjustment 
Under the USB mode, touch the key         of panel to reduce or increase the volume for a while; 
under the HDMI and AV input modes, gently touch the key         of panel to reduce or increase the 
volume; under any mode, reduce or increase the volume by pressing                   on the remote control.

     

Track adjustment
Under the USB mode, touch the key          for a short time to achieve switching between the  
previous and next track and switch the track by pressing                    on the remote control.
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Cautions

Cautions 

Please notice the following tips when install and use 

●Do not use nearby mobile phone and wireless devices, which will cause this machine and other 

   machine noise, please do not do this

●Don't crush it

●The unit belong to extremely precise instrument, please carefully stored

●Do not use it at very high or very low temperature 

●Low temperature  may cause machine contrast disorders for short periods of time, 

   it will recover when temperature goes up

●Slightly dirty, please use soft cloth to clean: very dirty, please use neutral detergent 

   diluted with soft cloth to wipe

●Water and diluted detergent cannot directly contact with the machine

●Hard thing will damage the machine

●Volatile oil, alcohol, diluent can cause discoloration metamorphism

●Pay attention to the voltage

●If fuse broken please check whether the wiring connecting is right and the voltage is 

    normal  or not

●This machine is applied to the back seat

●Installation shall not be influence  on driver's eyesight

●The following places shall not be  installed:

    direct sunlight, high temperature, high humidity, heavy dust ,vibrate fiercely
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Basic Operation   

Turn on the IR and FM transmitter
Under the startup state, turn on the IR by pressing     on the remote control and turn 
on the FM by pressing     on the remote control and turn off the relevant functions by repeating 
the above-mentioned actions. You may also gently touch the key      of panel to enter the menu 
to turn on or turn off the above-mentioned functions.

Switching of signal source 
Under the startup state, switch various signal sources by pressing       on the remote control or 
gently touch the key    of panel. After selection, confirm the selection by pressing      on the remote 
control or gently touch the key    on panel to enter your selected signal channel (after the signal 
source is selected, the selection will be automatically confirmed after 3s).
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Acknowledgement

Thank you very much for purchasing our product!

10.1 " and 15.6 " HD LED Fully Motorized Roof-mount Player with HDMI is created into a 

high-quality practical automotive electronics products. Please read the Manual before using.

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Our company owns copyright of this product which is protected by law.

The ownership of the Software copyright is protected by the relevant laws. During the use 

of this product,users have to undertake the legalliability of the copying behavior provided they 

copy such contents.

Our company does not undertake the liability for product damage caused due to accidents

(including man made factors or other force majeure)or undertake any liability caused due to 

mistake or omission of document. If any change takes place in the content of this document,

please abide by the document in kind. No further notice will be given.

Our company will continuously provide new functions for product development.When changes 

occur in product performance and functions,no further notice will be given.When the memory 

device in the product is used as a storage device,our company will not be responsible for the 

safety of documents stored in the machine.

Our company reserves all patents,trademarks,copyrights and other intellectual property rights

(e.g.this manual).It is forbidden to transcript,copy,reproduce or translate part or all of the 

contents of product software and documents without the approval of our company in advance.

During use of this product,the users have to undertake the legal liability of the copying behavior

provided they copy such contents.
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Basic Operation 

Startup 

After the power connected, gently touch power key    ,or key      on the remote control for 

startup and shut it down by repeating the above-mentioned actions.

Setting
After startup, gently touch the key     or      on the remote control to the setting menu, then press

                       on the remote control, or gently touch the key panel         to make downward circulating

 selection, gently touch           items to set, gently touch key      of panel or press the button     on 

remote control for confirmation and gently touch the key     of panel or      on the remote control for 

exit setting.  
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Panel Introduction

5

    Screw cap

③Power switch

⑤Previous/Volume+

⑦Next / Volume-

⑨Power for roof light

②Speaker

④Mode switch

⑥Menu

⑧Play、Pause/OK

⑩Roof light

USB

HDMIDC5V output

Warning mark

Screen 



Introduction of remote control
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Power

Left

Exit 

AV switch 

Up 

ENT

Down 

Pause

Menu 

Up

Down

Back

Last

Volume -

IR transmitter

Fast forward

Right

Next

Mute

Volume+

FM transmitter
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Installation

Installation instruction 
1. Wiring distribution, as shown in picture 2.Correctly arrange the wires according to different car models;

2. After the wire connected well, open the product, insert it into the corresponding interface of this product; 

    start up the machine and the display screen will be unfolded automatically; if not, please open the product in 

    accordance with the operation instruction. After all product panels are unfolded, check whether the display 

    screen is damaged, pull up the connection between the wire and product and turn off the car power supply;

3.Disassemble the installation iron plate, unscrew the screws and disassemble the iron plate (keep the screws 

    well for installation), as shown in picture 1;

4.Install the iron plate, fix it on the car roof (it is recommended to be fixed at the roof beam) and the arranged wire 

    shall be exposed from the large round hole at the middle of the iron plate;

5.Install the product, connect the wire and product and fix the product on the installation iron plate with the 

   screws disassembled in Step 3, as shown in Figure 1;

6.Turn on the car power supply, test whether the product panel has abnormal rotation and install the screw cap 

onto the base screw hole, as shown in Figure 1.

*The person who has the corresponding professional technical experience shall install it.

  The product is a full-automatic switch, please do not manually push or pull it. When the product is turned on or 

  turned off, please do not put your hands and other matters into the range of product movement to avoid 

  injury and damage.
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Connection 

Correctly put the wire in the car and then connect the wire to circuit board interface through the 

round hole as shown below.

Warning
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Installation

Picture 1

Installation 
screw

Installation 
metal plate

Installation screw 

Screw cap

Power cable

Base

Products Panel

The place for installation

Wiring Method 1

Wiring method 2

Ceiling beams
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Wiring Diagram

Door trigger wire  

Metal  board  

Insulation

U disk

Mobile charger line(Optional)

AV 1 (Yellow) 

AV 2 (Yellow) 

Right Audio out (Red) 

Left Audio out(White)

Audio/video signal Line  
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Picture 2

HDMI input line(Optional)

HDMI input line(Optional)

HDMI in (Optional)

GND(Black)

ACC(Red)   

+B(Yellow)      

GND(Black)

ACC(Red)   
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